
Is this you?
You are a driven young professional. You like to be busy and get
responsibilities. You want to prove yourself at work! So you say ‘yes.’ A lot.

You want to set boundaries
Because you promise a lot, you end up with a sh*tload of work. You work
more hours than you want. You often wonder: 'Why did I say yes to that?!'
You want to set some boundaries. But it is also scary. 'Will my colleagues
still appreciate me if I do?' And what if I tell you that there is a way to say
'no' more, without pissing off colleagues?

But how?
I got you! Here are five steps how you can say 'no' with confidence! The
result? A balanced workload. Closing your laptop at 5 PM. Having a drink
after work without your to-list nagging in your mind. How does that sound?!
Dive in and experiment with the tips! 

How to say 'no'
with confidence

In 5 stepsIn 5 steps



About me

Experience
I have a natural tendency to please people. I am so happy if I can help out!
And I am so happy if people like me! But I also noticed that doing that drives
me crazy. It is simply exhausting to please everyone.

A few years ago I went to a coach. I learned to set boundaries. I learned that
if I do that, I don't lose all the appreciation. In fact, it gives a lot of respect.
Now, I say 'no' way more often. And that gives a massive feeling of relief.
The result is that I work less. I experience rest and focus. I can do things on
my terms. And I have way more time to enjoy my life!

Expertise
I combine my personal experience with my expertise as a trainer and coach.
I trained hundreds of young professionals in soft skills and personal
development. As a coach, I work 1-2-1. I help young professionals to deliver
quality work, without burning themselves out. So the tips I share with you
are psychology proven and personally tested. I hope they help you forward
as well. Here we go!



Check your
assumptions

'My colleague says the client is in a rush. I can’t ask for time to think
about the request.'
'I will look stupid if I ask questions about what the project contains
exactly.'
'If I refuse, my manager will think I can’t handle the job.'

Saying ‘yes’ happens so fast, right? In a split second you over-promised
again. It almost feels like you have no choice. This reaction is based on
assumptions. For example:

In that second that we say 'yes,' we assume that these thoughts are true.
But, let’s take one step back. Become aware of your assumptions. How are
you so sure that they are true?

These assumptions might be subconscious. If they become clear to you, you
can do something about it. That is why the next step is to write them down.
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Now you
Take a moment where you said 'yes' to soon. In hindsight, you
regretted that you did. What where your thoughts in that
moment?



Ask questions

‘What is the rush?’
‘What exactly do you expect from me?’
‘How much time will this take?’
‘I have a lot of other tasks at the moment. Can I share them
with you, so we can have a chat about what needs priority
now?’

A good way to check your assumptions is: ask questions. Let's say
your manager asks you to do a task. There is some time pressure.
Let your manager explain the request. Then you can ask for
example:

You might think here: 'Do I not come across as stupid by asking
these questions?' But the only thing you do here is figuring out the
expectations. And if you are able to deliver that. Asking questions
is professional! 
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Now you
Imagine a moment in the future. Your colleague calls. There is a
task that he/she wants you to pick up. What questions do you
want to ask before you give an answer?



Make a decision

‘I hear your request, thanks for asking me. I can’t decide right now if I
can meet your expectations. Please send me an email, and I will reply to
you later.’
‘I want to make sure I don't make a promise that I can't keep. Let me
check my schedule with my priorities. I will come back to you.'

There is a request for a new project. It’s up to you to decide. The question is:
'What do you want?' If you have the tendency to please, it is quite easy for
you to think about what other people want. Wondering what you want,
might not be so familiar. So practice this question. 'What do I want?'

Maybe you don’t know your answer yet. In that case, you can create some
time between the request and your response. For example:

You don't have to decide things all alone. You can bounce off ideas about
your planning with a buddy, your manager or a mentor.
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Now you
Take a moment where you said 'yes' to soon. What did you actually want? If
you are super honest with yourself, what is the answer? 



Make your 'no'
clear

Say ‘no.’ Literally. ‘No, I can’t do the task.’ Don’t be vague, that
leaves room for interpretation. Do not be afraid to say the
word: 'no.'
Only use one or two reasons. The tendency can be to explain
yourself. Because you are very aware that your colleague
might be disappointed. When you use a lot of different
reasons, the other might interpret that as if you need help. To
decide. Or to coach you. But that is not necessary: you made
your decision. So there is no room for negotiation here.

Your decision is made: you are going to say ‘no.’ You know what
you want! That is awesome! And now you might worry: 'How do I
say ‘no’ in a way that my colleague does accept my answer?'
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Now you
Make your 'no' clear. Communicate what you want. What do you notice if
you read that? Is it scary? Does it give you energy? Do you want to try it? Or
not? Write down what can hold you back to try this. And how can you
overcome that?



Make your 'no'
acceptable

'I understand this is disappointing.'
'I understand that the problem is not solved now and that that feels
annoying.'
'I understand that me saying ‘no’ causes a bit of stress.'

'But being so clear sounds so rude!' I hear you think. First of all: that is
another assumption, maybe?;-). Check the assumption underneath your
reaction.

Secondly: there is a way to soften your message. The trick lies in: being very
clear in your decision and showing empathy for the situation at the same
time. For example: 

Important: no is no. At the same time it does not mean you have to be
aggressive or arrogant to make your point. You can be very clear in you
message, and kind towards your colleague at the same time. That way you
create a soft landing for your answer.
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Now you
Now, you know the five steps to say 'no' with confidence. You know how to
say 'no' very clear and make the answer acceptable at the same time. Time
to experiment! What is it going to bring you, if you say 'no' more at work?
Write it down.



This is how I can say
'no' next time!

 Check your assumptions.Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Ask questions.

Make a decision.

Make your 'no' clear.

Make your 'no' acceptable.



Good luck!

www.coachmarlien.com

Now, the real challenge begins. 
You've read this hand-out. You answered the questions. You have made a
plan to say 'no' next time. Great! And then reality hits. You hear yourself say
'yes' again... And then that one dominant collegue calls. It is to scary to say
'no!' And before you know it, you promised something again.

It takes time to change behavior.
And hey, you are only human. It helps to go back to the why: what can it
bring you to if you say 'no' more? And celebrate every time that you do it!

Do you want more?
If you want a bit more help with setting boundaries, I can help you out.
Every month I have space for a few free coaching sessions. In that call, you
get clarity on how you can get in charge. You walk away with three tips that
help you forward to say 'no' more. Book your call here!

https://www.coachmarlien.com/general-8
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